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Technical suppor specialist with German

Easy Consult has stood for quality and innovation on the Bulgarian Human Resources Solutions market with
uncompromised
recognition since 2004. Throughout the years, we have accumulated thorough understanding for a wide range of
businesses from Retail and E-commerce through Production, Services or Transportation and Logistics. Always alert to external
environment, Easy Consult has ensured a full functional expertise and successfully built up an IT Recruitment team of
skilled
and technically aware professionals in addition to its Non-IT Recruitment business line.
No matter if you are a well-trained blue collar worker, a highly qualified expert or a recognized manager in your area, our
team in Sofia, Varna and Plovdiv is committed to be more than a â€œbusiness contactâ€• in your pursuit of the desired job
satisfaction and career success.
Our client is the Bulgarian representative of a multinational company. Due to the rapid expansion of their office in Sofia,
we are currently looking for German speaking individuals to join their team of experts.
Technical Support Specialist with German
Main requirements:
â€¢ Excellent German language skills;
â€¢ Very good command of English language;
â€¢ Technical / IT background will be considered as an advantage;
â€¢ Previous experience in software/hardware troubleshooting problems, will be considered as a strong advantage;
â€¢Excellent communication skills;

Main responsibilities:
â€¢Provide technical and non-technical guidance to German customers via phone;
â€¢ Identify and resolve customer problems using relevant technical knowledge.
â€¢ Collaborate with other team members to provide high quality support.

The company offers:
â€¢Excellent starting remuneration package;
â€¢Technical training;
â€¢Multinational business environment;
â€¢Opportunity to gain knowledge in cutting-edge technologies;
â€¢Opportunity to work in a great team of qualified professionals.

If you think this is the right opportunity for you, apply for the position by sending your recent Resume to:
Ð°leksandar.georgiev@easyconsultbg.com
For more detailed information: +359 888 585 003.
All applications will be treated strictly confidential.
Easy Consult Recruitment and Employment activities are based in Recruitment license â„– 792 issued on 23.08.2007, valid
until 23.08.2012. http://www.zlatenvek.de/components/com_joomlaboard/uploaded/images/call_agent.jpg
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For all, who are interested, the position is in Sofia, Bulgaria :)
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